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The Workflows of 
 3D Digitizing Heritage Monuments 

Hung-Ming Cheng 
China University of Technology 

Taiwan 

1. Introduction 

Digitizing heritage monuments is a process of spatial data acquisition, geometry modelling, 
digital archiving and web-based representation. Moreover, there are several survey and 
digitizing techniques working and developing such as traditional manual methods, 
topographic methods, photogrammetric methods and scanning methods. The most popular 
on application and developing is 3D laser scanning technology right now. Especially for 
outdoor space and historical building, the laser scanner is an appropriate tool for the whole 
process of 3d digitizing. Therefore in this study, the 3D digitizing heritage monuments take 
laser scanner as for developing an integrated procedure to digital recording and archiving of 
cultural heritages. 

The whole 3D scanning process involves the three-dimensional digitization, digital data 

processing, archiving and management, representation and reproduction (Varady et al., 

1997). The scanning action of acquiring, survey and recording spatial data for the 

determination of actual position and existing form, shape and size of a monument in 3D 

space at a particular given moment in time. 

3D digitizing technologies apply in several fields, including manufacturing industry, 
medical sciences, entertainment industry and, cultural heritage (Addison & Alonzo, 2006; 
Berndt & Carlos, 2000; Levoy, 1999). In application of manufacturing industry, inspection 
probes and survey are substituted by non-contact laser scanning equipment that are often 
used for aero industry and automotive parts design and testing (Willis et al., 2007). And 
more computer aided design and reverse engineering are employed in a wide range of 
applications in the field of science and industry, together with animation techniques and 
WEB application (Fontana et al., 2002; Li et al., 2007; Pieraccini, 2001). 

Cultural heritage transmits conventional environment and craftsman’s experience in the 
civilization and cultural progress which needs to consider in specific way. (Arayici, 2007; 
Shih et al., 2007; Yilmaz et al., 2008) Owing to the longer process of confirming and the 
limitation of budget and timing, the preservation of historical architecture is not 
efficiently executed preservation. Moreover, natural disaster, such as earthquake, fire and 
accident collapse, caused historical architecture disappeared in one moment. Therefore, 
integrating digitizing techniques could help building preserved works at such limited 
opportunity. 
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Traditional methods take time-consuming and present a number of evident limitations 

(Yilmaz et al., 2008). The way of survey and measuring of historical architecture are using 

photographing and manual tape method, then manually transferring these discrete numbers 

into engineering drawings by AutoCAD (Fischer & Manor, 1999; Yilmaz et al., 2008). 

Although 2-dimensional drawings and graphics provide traditional support documents to 

rebuild historical architecture. They are not complete solutions to detailing spatial 

information without truly 3-dimensional model. Cultural heritage needs more advanced 

techniques to support preservation and conversation in cultural heritage (Arayici, 2007). 

Digitizing historical cultural architecture is a trend on international preservation. 

Traditional tools using survey and probing in manuals couldn’t correspond to preservation 

procedure in effective and efficient (Fontana et al., 2002; Li et al., 2007). It is necessary to 

consider an integrating mechanism with tools and procedures. Laser scanner is using the 

reflection and projection of laser beam and probing the difference of time. As the objects 

scanned by laser beam, the scanner machine calculates the distant of machine and objects. 

And by calibrating the ejection angle of laser beam, the laser scanner records the spatial data 

as data of point clouds. This study is employed 3D laser scanner with the high quality 

digital camera that can reach more than 1000 meters. And the inaccuracy of survey result is 

less than 5mm. For the thumb of digitizing, acquiring surface data of building are the most 

important of heritage preservation (Monga & Benayoun, 1995). 

For the main purpose of digitizing, the 3D spatial data of cultural heritage needs extracted 

for 3d document application. Hence, digitizing techniques are considerably procedure in 

systematic and reasonable than those isolating in machine body or limited to people 

training. The whole workflow starts an investigation of survey technology and reverse 

engineering which is more mature field to utilize laser scanning technology. After 

comparing the techniques of laser scanner and photogrammetry application, laser scanner 

was chosen for more accurate, efficient, faster and reliable than other documentation 

techniques. 

2. Survey process 

Cultural heritage protection is an important issue in the world. The sustainable concept in 

public awareness and these kinds of monuments constitute an important part of our past. 

Digital 3d documentation presents a process of restore and protection which integrate the 

survey technique and building computing between reality and virtual world. 

Heritage preservation is a continuous process with many data needs to integrate, acquire 

and analysis, which means a lot of construction data to be recorded. There are a serial of 

workflow and operation that include engineering surveying, drafting and design, 

monitoring for post-construction analysis (Berndt & Carlos, 2000; Shih & Wang, 2004). 

Recorded data are made by discrete manual 2D drawings have limitations in describing the 

allocation of geometries in 3D space. 3D data are intuitive, visualizing and continuous 

representation to simulate space characteristics which will be the best way to manipulate 

with architectural and historical senses. As such, we choose the 3D laser scanner of survey 

manner to reach our objective directly. 
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2.1 Laser scanner and operation system 

For reconstructing a 3D environment and architecture, Riegl LMS-Z420i with LiDAR system 

are chosen, which offers the most powerful in distant effective to capture the spatial data 

within point clouds format. The machine scans the surface of object to receive spatial data 

about 11,000 points per second with high precision up to 4 mm. The field of view is 80 x 360 

and the range is up to 1000m. 

For each scanning mission, scanner machine needs portable computer with bundled 

operation software package “RiSCAN PRO” (Fig. 1.) to operate the scanner for acquiring 

high-quality 3D data in the field (Goldberg, 2001) [10]. By mechanically scanning the surface 

of object with the laser set, different sections of the object are sequentially acquired and 

cloud data are therefore generated. For the specific parts and detailed objects, scanner 

machine combines a concentrated shot function on these specific details with condense 

scanning of laser points. 

The laser scanner can take advantage in the territorial field with reference points to 

connect difference station data. However, Target site have some obstacle views to disable 

cross scanning. The scanning plan therefore adopts higher view point to solve these 

limitations. 

 

Fig. 1. Riegl LMS-Z420i & software RiSCAN PRO 

2.2 Survey planning and scan works 

For acquiring the 3D data of real environments, an integrate scanning work has to planning 

for the whole archaeological objects from several different scanner stations which can 

combine a set of order of multiple view (scanning worlds). The major steps in combining 

multiple views is survey planning and accurate registration that related to information 

management in multiple views to be combined successfully. Such set of information is 

organized as token ring or star topology, and captured by multiple views in serial survey 

with registration targets. (Fig. 2.) 
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Fig. 2. Survey Planning for Scanner Station  

For development of 3D scanner supports 360 degrees field-of-view, the scanner has to move 
around archaeological objects to complete exterior scan views with registration targets. The 
laser scanner is difficult to work at those buildings placed closely without appropriate 
station-locations on scanning and registration entire surroundings. Therefore, several higher 
locations are selected nearby those buildings. Moreover,, higher scanning locations are used 
to avoid obstructions problems and reduce numbers of scanning station. (Fig. 3.). These 
obstructions accessing stations are manipulated by special devices which can raise 3D 
scanner machine for survey higher and wider. Mobile vehicle carries lift-able device and 
work with more function controlled. 

 

Fig. 3. The device raising 3D scanner and working on vehicle 

For those objects to be scanned in a well-controlled environment (for example: indoor space 
and no obstruction problem), objects can be oriented scan completely without extra 
registration targets. However, ranged scanning is often incomplete for obstructions or lack 
of controlled-high-view scans at outdoor site. There is no way to solve such as problems 
until a lift-able car and movable support are made up.  
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The device provides a carrier of 3D laser scanner with lift-able and stable character. It is not 
only fixing on the ground but also avoid to vibration. Furthermore, it can be controlled in 
height by expert experience for the best survey. The device with platform on the top can 
fixed scanner on the lift-pole. The each of multi-supported legs implements dynamic device 
for lift-up the truck that is for stable survey implementation without shaking by rubber tires. 
The lift-able device includes scissors-like instrument and platform, which includes a space 
for 3d laser scanner instrument and multi-action kinematics extending the range of survey 
and reach proper height for advantage process. Therefore, the creative work includes lift-
able and stable character that is not only stability of scanner and also convenient adjusting 
height for the best survey efficiently. (Fig. 4.) 

 

Fig. 4. lift-able car and movable support  

2.3 3D data process 

The modelling operation starts to capture the feature of object. These features (for example, 

points, lines or components) will be extracted from images, enhancing the spatial 

characteristics and representing the coherence of geometry with mesh or solid of computer 

graphics algorithm (Datta, 2001; Li et al., 2007). The proposed feature extractors are adapted 

to solution software that includes CATIA and Rapidform XOR2 (Fig. 5). These softwares are 

based on the similarity of directional feature vector. For the 3D modelling (shape, surface 

and volume), there are some other options so called middleware of Reverse Engineering in 

order to develop Rapid Prototyping in design application (Fontana et al., 2002; 

Marschallinger, 1998; Monga, & Benayoun, 1995) . 

3. The procedure of digitalizing archiving 

In digital processing of heritage monuments, inspection probes and survey probably met the 
difficult operation for physical environments. For application of digitizing archiving, 3D 
spatial information is transfer to different data formats as fundamental preservation. 
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Fig. 5. Software Rapidform XOR2 processes the point cloud as mesh modeling 

3.1 Workflow of 3D scanning 

For the work flows of 3D data acquisition of cultural heritage, the quantity and density of 

point cloud control the detail of 3d modelling by reverse engineering. In the registration of 

laser scanning, both software and hardware influence the representation and accurate of 

point cloud. Therefore, a procedure of laser scanning for different size and distant of 

heritage’s objects is developed. In 3d data acquisition of laser scanning, not only specific 

machine on manual to acquire 3D data is process but also different machine and software to 

registration point cloud are integrated. For the digital archiving of cultural heritage, these 

precious 3d data can provide an original digital format for reconstructing physical heritage 

in future. 

On the post operation phase, 3D modelling depends on the software of reverse engineering 

which is a from the survey technology for production. The software of reverse engineering 

(Rapidform XOR2) are manipulated for modelling the digital building which is a key 

process of industry utilization in physical form design. The whole processes are through 

surface analysis, holes filling, and rebuild the mesh models. The purpose of 3D modelling is 

building up full scale physical heritage in digital form that can apply to visualization and 

virtual reality on the Internet. 

For the web representation, proprietary VR authoring tool is introduced to demonstrate the 

reconstructed results. The comprehensive virtual scene is then laid out in VR tool that is the 

web-base browser for navigating in 3D virtual world. For more application of VR, the data 

format of 3D point file is transformed to 3D boundary curve, parametric surface or replaced 

by adjusting points in original representation. In digital manipulation, many 3D forms and 

shapes are merged into virtual reality for representing new visual experience and immersive 

digital environment. As a result, rich illustrations (multimedia) are carried out through 

interactive manipulation in the Web. (Fig. 6). 
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Fig. 6. Workflow of Digitizing 

 

3.2 Determining 3D data 

Determining 3D data is challenges work for digitizing cultural heritage whose purpose is to 

generate accurate model for more applications. 3D modelling of laser scanning is using the 

techniques of reverse engineering for processing points cloud overlapping (raw data), 

creating parametric surface and image texture mapping on objects. The main works are 

addressed on data transformation and 3D geometry rebuilt which are through automatic 

registration of points cloud, shape and form fitting and digital modelling. 
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The point clouds are generated in local station centred coordinate systems whose limited 

field of views are captured from different viewpoints in order to obtain a full coverage of 

object surface. For reconstructing 3D model of object surface, these data of points cloud and 

images need to be registered in a single global coordinate system. For registration mission, 

point clouds from several different views have to align with target marks (at least 3 marks 

between 2 points data set merge) in iterative registration. (Fig.2.) Registration of image also 

determines the camera space parameters bringing one data set into alignment with the 

other. 

On the other hand, the normalizing and corresponding on points cloud is another challenge. 

For registration assignment, overlapping of point cloud are critical processes for application 

of the laser scanning techniques which could be solved by increasing efficient ability of 

computer. However, point cloud overlapping consume more time on the normalizing and 

corresponding points cloud by filtering noise points and reducing points of some part 

manually. 

For practice works, the operation software packages such like “RiSCAN PRO” are chosen for 

automatic registration of overlapping 3D point clouds. Dealing with post operational software, 

overlapping point cloud registration is easier to determine correspondences between different 

data sets representing the same free form objects from different scanning world. 

Moreover, the other issues of 3D modelling have object surface modelling, 3D object 

recognition and texture mapping construction. The mission of surface reconstruction from 

scanned data and images are proposed methods as 4 stages (Fischer & Manor, 1999). The 

first is extracting a continuous 3D boundary line (curve) by image post-processing 

techniques. The second is parameterizing a non-intersecting grid based on a numerical 

method. The third one is recognizing and creating a 3D parametric base surface whose 3D 

boundary was computed by the 1st stage. The last one is projecting the internal 3D 

digitized points on the parametric base surface and calculating mesh parameterization. 

Following these processes, the mesh modelling is built up by approximating the 3D 

digitized points as a B-Spline surface while interpolating the extracted 3D boundary 

curve. 

The processes of mesh modelling have to ensure the correct post-processing of the 

reconstructed mesh surface in CAD applications and the topology of the reconstructed mesh 

surface has to be correct. The mesh modelling method fall into three categories are current 

approaches in reversed engineering of point cloud reconstructed model. The methods for 

reconstructing triangle mesh surface from normalizing point cloud. Starting with a seed 

triangle, the 3D modelling builds a partially reconstructed triangle mesh by selecting a new 

point based on an intrinsic position of the point cloud.  

The reconstructed mesh is essentially base for 3D modelling application, two-dimensional 

drafting and 3D web observation. For the practice assignment, package software 

“Rapidform XOR2” is adopted as tool to operate the 3D modelling missions. The process of 

3D modelling is dealing with filtering noisy, sampling and smoothing, 3d modelling analyze 

through mesh build up, surface analysis with region group and auto segment, mesh sketch 

with CAD manipulating, 2D boundary drafting, 3D editing tools and file export. (Table 1.)  
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Stages Items Illustrations Description 

File 
import 

representation 
of points 

cloud 

1) Import .dxf file . 
2) Units choosing, 

model scaling. 
3) zoom, viewpoint, 

observation type 

Editting 
Filtering noise 

points 

Tools for points 
cloud: 

Filter noisy, sampling, 
smooth, filling hole... 

Surface 
Surface 

forming and 
analysis 

 

1) Transforming 
surface thru. Mesh 

buildup. 
2) Analysis tools: 

region group/ auto 
segment... 

3D 
modelling 

Surface 
manipulating/ 
2D boundary 

drafting 

1) Buildup 3D 
boundary thru. Mesh 

sketch. 
2) Based on the points 

cloud, sketch 2D 
boundary. 

3D editing 
tools 

1) generating 
geometry by 

automatic recognizing 
2) 3D tools: extrude, 

loft… 

File 
output 

Export 3D 
data file 

Thru. File/Export 
export file format 

“IGES”. 

Table 1. 3D modelling for “Rapidform XOR2 “ 

3.3 Phase works of 3D scanning 

In this project, 3D laser scanner techniques are used to rebuild the objects of heritage, which 

includes an upright stone tablet, pavilion, bridge and historical building. (Table 2.) 

According to past experiments, this integrated approach is efficient and accurate. LiDAR 

(Laser Radar) technology could precisely digitize fine details and sculpted surfaces which 

are essential for modelling monuments and historical buildings. In the procedures of texture 

mapping, the raw data are processing from real picture and some statistics numbers of 

stations into images of point clouds, images of 3d modelling. Furthermore, 3d data 

representations can present several types of heritages which are interior, garden, 

monuments, building and bridge. 
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Interior of Fort San Domingo, Danshui 

Real picture 
Image of point 

clouds 
Image of 3d 

modeling 

Stations and point clouds 

(statistics) 

Stations: 8 

40 Million Points 

Lin Family Gardens 

Real picture 
Image of point 

clouds 
Image of 3d 

modeling 

Stations and point clouds 

(statistics) 

Stations: 9 

17 Million Points 

Tomb of Dr. Mackay 

Real picture 
Image of point 

clouds 
Image of 3d 

modeling 

Stations and point clouds 

(statistics) 

Stations: 4 

2 Million Points 

Shanchia Station 

Real picture 
Image of point 

clouds 
Image of 3d 

modeling 

Stations and point clouds 

(statistics) 

Stations: 18 

168 Million Points 

Shanhsia Arch Bridge 

Real picture 
Image of point 

clouds 
Image of 3d 

modeling 

Stations and point clouds 

(statistics) 

Stations: 7 

12 Million Points 

Table 2. Five Types of digitizing cultural heritages  
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4. Application in scanning technology 

Digital archiving has been applied on several purposes in heritage preservation recently. 

There are two issues for processing of digitizing project. The first is monitoring of cultural 

which is following currently reconstruction work. The second is trying to find out the data 

characters for decision supported making.  

4.1 Documentation and monitoring of cultural heritage 

Virtual preservation takes advantage of the expansion and long-term saving. Cultural 

heritage needs these data for sustainable monitoring. In particular, the heritages in real 

environment are irreversibly damaged by environmental disaster or atmospheric damages. 

Those damages sometime were discovered too late. High accuracy 3D scanning, at regular 

times, could detect deformations and cracks. These data of monitoring are the fundamental 

knowledge for reconstructing heritage. 

The 3D documentation archives the spatial data of cultural heritage. Documentation should 

be considered as an integral part of a greater action in general documentation of the cultural 

heritage. Those data includes text, picture, music, and more other format media. These 

multi-format media with historical documentation, architectural documentation store a 

whole picture of cultural heritage.  

On the other hand, cultural heritage protection is a key issue around the world today. Those 

issues evoke public awareness over recent years which address some important monuments 

of our past. The documentation and display of ancient artefacts and antiquities is an 

essential task in the field of cultural heritage preservation (Yilmaz et al., 2008). Digital 

archive of high quality three-dimensional models would give improvement in the 

restoration science field. Digital archives thus can be used as reference for monitoring and 

restoration of cultural heritages (Pieraccini et al., 2001). (Fig. 7.) 
 

 

Fig. 7. 3D Documentation (Jing-Tong Train Station) 
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4.2 Data management and multimedia 

Multimedia (such as 3D scenes navigation, animation) has developed for two purposes. The 

first offers in showing the sequence of possibilities image sequences, where each image 

represents an option based on a set of parameters. As architects are interested in specific 

image, that shows the closest match between model and the virtual measurement. The 3D 

navigation also reveals an insight of spatial design thinking that cannot possibly be revealed 

through flat and analogue representation. 

 

Fig. 8. Photo Picture and Texts Present in Webpage and GIS Applying Google Map 

This project produces heritages in Taipei County establish archive of all the survey material 
combined with the work, that are integrated in the digital format for next application. 
Heritage materials are combined with historical document, physical situation and 
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contemporary observation. Digitally managing materials have been essential programs that 
need to organize comprehensive representation in terms of the web environment to display 
accurate information (Fig. 8.). On the other hand, text, image and drawings are importance 
in design studio for representation issues. Consulted these data through the digital archives, 
the design can continuously work. Multimedia has been used to assemble these data for 
specific purposes including as-build environment representing or VR tour. These 3D digital 
data help design teamwork for next design decision making. 

5. Discussion 

Preserving and representing cultural heritage motivates the new technology for producing 
complex and heterogeneous data. For managing these data, digitalizing process is an 
essential task for the use and the diffusion of the information gathered on the field. These 
issues are discussed in terms of the concepts of digital archiving, 3D documentation and 
WEB application for the emergence of digitalization in recent years. 

5.1 Digital archiving in cultural heritage 

The jobs of digital archiving include several phases of the preserving, organizing and 
retrieving on the cultural heritage. 3D laser scanning technology evolves in the most diverse 
fields, an increasing number of cultural institutions take into consideration the need to 
capture 3D datasets of heritage assets. However, the digitizing procedures with 3d laser 
scanning are very heterogeneous and complex, including not only the economic 
management and the logistic activities which take place in the computer labs, but also on-
stage artistic production and craft-made activities in workshops. 

The whole process involves the three-dimensional digitization, digital data processing and 
storage, archival and management, representation and reproduction. The preservation 
methods for three-dimensional digitization are briefly reviewed that are applicable to 
cultural heritage recording. 

5.2 Survey technologies and other applications 

With recent developments in computer and information technologies, this well-known 
traditional method has been replaced with digital survey and Internet technology. 

These new methods offer us new opportunities such as automatic orientation and 
measurement procedures, generation of 3D point-clouds data, digital surface modelling and 
WEB representation in cultural heritage. These methods and equipments commonly used for 
digitalizing buildings are: traditional manual surveying methods, photogrammetric methods, 
scanning methods and WEB database application. These methods determine the main data 
representation, the instruments limitation and the key points of each cultural heritage. 

On the other hand, 3D laser scanning is an essential technology for territory survey that has 
become increasingly popular for 3D documentation. These techniques provide very dense 
3D points on an object surface with high accuracy. In addition, the 3D model within digital 
image can be easily generated using generated 3D point cloud and recorded as vector 
measured drawing data. These large data must be processed by proper procedures for 
solving the work flow in order to connect human-machine interface and operation software. 
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Current digital archiving has been carried out for the digital preservation and treatment of 

Cultural Heritage information. The development of computerized data management 

systems to store and make use of archaeological datasets is a significant task. For such 

application in the Internet, 3D WEB representation is a broadcasting platform for 

highlighting 3D spatial information browsing which should be processed on the phases of 

captured, structured, and retrieved in order to transform multimedia performances in 

cultural heritage for other application. The whole digital system need to compliant to every 

kind of Cultural Heritage site and allows management of heterogeneous data. 

6. Conclusion 

The laser scanning workflow develops three phases to initialize digitizing works. The first 

phase is 3D data acquisition which using the 3d laser scanner to rebuild the surfaces of 

environment which are several stations of view to registration. The second phase is 3D 

modelling which is using the reverse engineering software to process those raw data (points 

of cloud). This phase mainly is data transformation and 3D geometry rebuild. (3) Web 

representation and others application: We procedure digitizing process to integrate 3D data 

and others media format (i.e. text, picture…) for navigating in World Wide Web. These 3D 

data are integrating into 2D graphic drawing and specific derails to present rich culture 

heritage.  

Concluding current works, roadmap of digital archiving is proposed as 3 possible 

directions: The first direction considers Web visualization is an essential communication 

platform to represent 3D data in the world. These data are easy access and retrieve by 

Internet technology which also are unlimited time and place. The second direction is 3D 

laser scanners become an essential application from industry engineering to cultural 

heritage. The tools and theory are contributed to the heritage preservation and conservation. 

Furthermore, strategic applications on heritage preservation are developing for cultural 

creation industry. For the last direction is digital archiving, these data are formed a kind of 

“3D documentation of digital heritage”. In the wide definition of conservation and 

preservation, 3D laser scanners grab the most formal appearance of heritage which includes 

more than primitives of geometry, shape, colour and texture.  

In the future works, the scanning support tools of lift-able car and movable already integrate 

to the workflow of 3D laser scanning on heritage and historical architecture which is the best 

way to overcome visual (scanning accessing) obstacles. These support mechanisms in 

scanning workflow help digitizing physical environment successfully. In the process of 

digital archiving, managing and applicable technologies extend 3D data information system 

for digital museum in heritage preservation. Therefore, the spatial digital data with 3D 

character of culture heritage become virtual heritage. 
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